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Introduction 
This document shows how to use the CCA (2.2.2) Video Monitoring Wizard, to allow allows small businesses to 
integrate up to 4 Cisco xVC2300 cameras (X= P for POE or W for wireless) into the color display of the SPA525G 
IP Phone, in a UC 500 environment. 
The phone can operate wirelessly on the Data VLAN of the UC 500 as can the WVC2300 giving the capability to 
connect anywhere there is AC power.  The cameras operate in dual stream - dual CODEC mode, and use the 
MJPEG stream for the phone.  The cameras MPEG-4 stream as well as the MJPEG images can be simultaneously 
used by other applications the cameras support in conjunction with this capability.  These include: 

• FTP motion detected images to a Network Storage System (NSS) 
• SMTP motion detected images to an EMAIL account 
• Monitoring and recording (up to 16) from the Cisco SWVMS16 (free with camera) 
• Accessed via WEB (HTTP or HTTPS) 
• Real-time streaming (SAMBA) 
 

Small business may enjoy monitoring front door, rear door, parking lot, etc., and find it makes a better case for 
physical security and after seeing the cameras capability and quality, may decide to expand video in the SB to 
include these other functions listed above, which is an excellent Partner practice to build. 
Once you set up the cameras MJPEG stream via the camera WEB GUI, CCA is used to add the bonjour discovered 
cameras to the community.  Then the Video Monitor Setup Wizard can be run to push the phone configuration 
for multiple phones for monitoring of up to 4 cameras each and also associating a phone extension to each 
camera. 

Prerequisites 
SPA525G Phone version 
Firmware 7.4.3 required.   This is on CCO.  Instructions to get it: 
https://www.myciscocommunity.com/docs/DOC-11915 
Remember that CCA supports drag and drop of the SPA5xx phone firmware right to the UC 500 topology icon, so 
update is easy. 

CCA Version 
CCA 2.2.2 (available End of February 2010) brings the Video Monitor Setup Wizard, shown in the diagram below.  
www.cisco.com/go/configassist 
 
CCA � HELP � What’s New 



 
 

Camera Settings 
For Video Monitoring from the phone we advise the following configuration of the camera’s MJPEG Video 
Setting. 

• Resolution: 320 x 230 
• Quality: Normal  
• FPS: <5-10> 

 
The impacts of setting these higher are given 

• Higher resolution - longer processing times on more packet = longer image decode 
• Higher quality - bigger JPEG file size in general - the impact is acceptable.  
• FPS - >10 FPS will result in discarding of frames. Over time, the phone will end up have to discard more 

frames to catch up. The overall fps per second on the phone will drop due to discard operation. 
 

 

Add the Cameras to the CCA Community 
While Bonjour will discover the cameras automatically in this CCA release, you must right mouse click each one 
and “add to Community” to be able to use the Wizard later. 



It is recommended to have already unique static IP addresses to each camera so the phone can reliably find each 
one repeatedly.  Also change the camera username and password to what you want to use before continuing, 
since that will also be prompted for later. 
CCA added Apple’s Bonjour discovery recently and automatically discovers such protocol enabled devices on the 
LAN (small business cameras included).  They can be dragged and dropped to where you want to see them (see 
below) after they are added to the community. 
To add to the community, right mouse click on each camera and select ‘add to community’.  Each Camera will 
take 20 seconds to add and the topology will settle after they are all complete.   You can save the topology at 
that point. 

 

Run the Video Monitor Wizard 
Now that the prerequisites are met and all the cameras are already securely connected to the UC540 Data VLAN 
and the SPA525G Phone is securely connected to the UC540 Voice VLAN, you can run the Wizard.  
HOME � VIDEO MONITORING SETUP WIZARD 



 
The cameras appear and you add the associated extension as well as user name and password.  It is assumed 
that any camera added to the community will be used by some phone in the UC 500 so they should all appear.   
You select which are assigned after this step. 

 
Here is where you select cameras for phones (SPA525G models only).  The phone must also be on the Local LAN 
and not VPN connected. 



 

 
Finished. 



 

Operation 
YouTube Video:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zoR20vMxcf4 
On the phone itself press the setting button and navigate down to Video Monitor. 
Select Video Monitor and then select the camera from the list (max 4). 
You will see the cameras real-time stream of MJPEG images on the phone. 
You can click CALL button in this display and be connected to the phone extension you assigned to the camera. 
When placing calls, the phones call control will need to takes the displays focus off the camera and you will need 
to press Settings and Video Monitor and select the camera again to carry on Audio and Video Monitor.   
For calls that come to the phone, the camera display is not interrupted and you simply press the phones line 
button to receive the call. 
A call from an extension to the monitor phone does not instigate a camera monitor stream to start.  You must 
always select it from the phone. 

Save 
Always Save all your work. 
 
 


